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ABSTRACT
Advances in high-throughput characterization of
protein networks in vivo have resulted in large data-
bases of unexplored protein interactions that occur
during normal cell function. Their further character-
ization requires quantitative experimental strategies
that are easy to implement in laboratories without
specialized equipment. We have overcome many of
the previous limitations to thermodynamic quantifi-
cation of protein interactions, by developing a series
of in-solution fluorescence-based strategies. These
methods have high sensitivity, a broad dynamic
range, and can be performed in a high-throughput
manner. In three case studies we demonstrate
how fluorescence (de)quenching and fluorescence
resonance energy transfer can be used to quantita-
tively probe various high-affinity protein–DNA and
protein–protein interactions. We applied these
methods to describe the preference of linker
histone H1 for nucleosomes over DNA, the ionic de-
pendence of the DNA repair enzyme PARP1 in DNA
binding, and the interaction between the histone
chaperone Nap1 and the histone H2A–H2B
heterodimer.
INTRODUCTION
Cells are complex systems that require the stable or tran-
sient interaction of thousands of proteins with other
proteins, nucleic acids or chromatin. Such signaling
networks dictate development, differentiation and proper
responses to environmental cues, and are thus essential
for survival. Systems biology advocates that cataloguing
each existing interaction within the cell (the ‘interactome’)
enables computational modeling of responses to speciﬁc
stimuli (1). Recent developments in qualitatively
measuring large numbers of interactions in vivo, as well
as advances in computational approaches, have resulted in
the description of interaction networks. These shed light
on critical clusters of proteins involved in speciﬁc cellular
responses and disease states (1). However, to systematic-
ally test the hierarchies of speciﬁc interactions within any
given network, the discrete physical parameters governing
each interaction must be known.
Many methodologies are available to study the thermo-
dynamic, kinetic and structural parameters of protein–
protein and protein–nucleic acid interactions. However,
common biochemical techniques, such as afﬁnity
pull-down assays, electrophoretic mobility-shift assays,
ﬁlter binding, etc. are limited. They often fail to discern
differences in afﬁnity and speciﬁcity since they are rou-
tinely conducted at high concentrations or are dependent
upon radioisotope labeling; therefore secondary experi-
mental processing is required, potentially leading to data
misrepresentation (2,3). Ideally, experiments used to
quantify macromolecular interactions should be per-
formed on freely diffusing molecules that are free of
conjugated labels; they should be highly sensitive and
have a broad dynamic range to capture high, medium
and low afﬁnity interactions; they should be adaptable
to a high-throughput format; and be easily implemented
without the requirement for overly specialized or expen-
sive equipment. Advances in high-power imaging systems
have greatly enhanced detection sensitivity, leading to
several techniques that combine many of these features.
For example, ﬂuorescence anisotropy, ﬂuorescence reson-
ance energy transfer (FRET), surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) and photonic crystal (PC) biosensors (4,5) have all
been used to quantify intermolecular interactions. Each of
these approaches has its own set of advantages and limi-
tations (3,6,7).
Here we describe a set of methodologies, which we term
HI-FI (High-throughput Interactions by Fluorescence
Intensity), for increasing throughput and sensitivity in
probing protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions
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microplate format. The use of in-solution analysis allows
samples to be subsequently analyzed by native PAGE for
an independent readout of complex formation. The use of
microplates obviates the requirement for a specialized
ﬂuorometer. For quantitative measurements of macro-
molecular complexes, the HI-FI system contains all
the elements listed above, except that that it relies on the
common practice of conjugating ﬂuorescent dye(s) to the
protein and/or nucleic acid. In three case studies, we dem-
onstrate the versatility of HI-FI assays and present novel
data on complex systems that have, until recently, eluded
quantitative characterization. First, we determine the
afﬁnity of linker histone H1 to nucleosomes and free
DNA using ﬂuorescence quenching. Second, we investi-
gate the salt-dependent interaction of poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase 1 (PARP1) with DNA using FRET. Third,
we compare the interaction between the histone chaperone
Nucleosome assembly protein 1 (Nap1) (full-length and
deletion mutants) and histones H2A–H2B using a compe-
tition FRET assay. The approaches described here
provide a quantitative toolset to replace commonly used
qualitative assays for the exploration of protein inter-
actions with other cellular components.
METHODS
Preparation of ﬂuorescently labeled histone H1
Mus musculus H1
0 serine 20 was mutated to cysteine
(H1
0S20C); counting from the start Met and including
the additional Ala at position 2 in our construct. pET
11d containing H1
0S20C was transformed into Bl21
(DE3)pLysS cells. Following growth (OD 0.6-0.8) and in-
duction (2–3h), cells were ﬂash frozen and subsequently
re-suspended lysis buffer (25mM Tris pH 8.3, 2.5mM
EDTA, 1M NaCl, 0.5mM PMSF, 1mM pepstatin A
and 1mM DTT). Resuspended cells were sonicated,
centrifuged and then diluted slowly with constant
stirring to 0.3M NaCl in buffer containing 25mM Tris
(pH 8.3), 2.5mM EDTA, 0.5mM PMSF, 1mM pepstatin
A and 1mM DTT. Freshly hydrated and de-gassed CM
Sephadex resin (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the lysate
and incubated overnight at 4 C while rocking. The sample
was centrifuged and the supernatant removed from the
sample. The sample with resin was then packed into a
column and puriﬁed by FPLC with loading Buffer A
(10mM Tris pH8.3, 1mM EDTA, 0.1mM PMSF,
300mM NaCl, and 1mM DTT) and elution buffer B
(10mM Tris pH8.3, 1mM EDTA, 0.1mM PMSF, 2M
NaCl, and 1mM DTT). The protein was concentrated
and then dialyzed into H1 storage buffer (20mM Tris
pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 1mM DTT, 50mM NaCl and
0.1mM PMSF). In a ﬁnal puriﬁcation step, the protein
was applied to a Superdex 200 column and eluted with
H1 storage buffer.
For ﬂuorescent labeling, the puriﬁed H1
0 derivative
protein was concentrated and exchanged into TCEP
buffer (20mM Tris pH7.5, 1mM EDTA, 50mM NaCl
and 0.1mM PMSF, 1mM TCEP). H1 S20C was labeled
with iodoacetamide Oregon Green 488 (Molecular Probes;
OG488) by the addition of 2:1 molar ratio of Oregon
Green iodoacetamide:H1
0 and incubated at 4 C for 3
hours on a rotator. Removal of excess ﬂuorophore was
achieved by applying the sample to a G15 sepharose
spin-column (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by concentration
of the eluate. H1
0 concentration and labeling efﬁciency
was determined by uv/vis absorption spectroscopy. The
extinction coefﬁcient at 280nm for H1 was
4470M
 1cm
 1, which was corrected for ﬂuorophore ab-
sorption by subtracting the absorption of OG488 using
the following equations:
H1ðOG488Þ

¼
ðA280   0:24   A495Þ
e   ‘
ð1Þ
A280ðOG488Þ=A495ðOG488Þ ¼ 0:24 ð2Þ
where A indicates the absorption at the speciﬁed wave-
length, and Equation (2) deﬁnes how much OG488
absorbs at 280nm based upon its absorption at 495nm,
assuming the spectra doesn’t change signiﬁcantly upon
conjugation. The speciﬁcity of labeling was veriﬁed by
mass spectrometry.
DNA puriﬁcation and nucleosome reconstitution
The 207bp 601 DNA sequence was puriﬁed as previously
described (8) with the following variations: after EcoRV
digestion the desired insert was removed from digested
plasmid via PEG 6000 precipitation at a ﬁnal PEG con-
centration of 6.3%, followed by puriﬁcation over a DEAE
column. For nucleosome reconstitutions, histones were
expressed, puriﬁed and refolded into histone octamer.
Nucleosomes were formed by adding 207bp DNA and
histone octamer at 2M KCl and slowly dialyzed into
250mM KCl as previously described (8).
Microplate passivation
The 384-well microplates (SensoPlate Plus, Greiner
Bio-One) were cleaned with 1% Hellmanex
TM for
20–30min, rinsed with deionized water, followed by a
20–30min incubation with 1M KOH. Plates were rinsed
with water and allowed to dry overnight. Plates were
then treated with 100ml of a 2% solution of 1, 7
Dichlorooctamethyl-tetrasiloxane (Sigma) in Heptane
(Sigma) for 1–2min then rinsed with water and allowed
to dry overnight. Cleaning agents can be dispensed with a
wash bottle and silane solution with a multichannel
pipettor; for high-throughput, all procedures can be per-
formed in a standard microplate washer (BioTek).
H1 binding assays
For assays used to determine the binding afﬁnity of H1 to
nucleosomes and DNA, labeled H1
0 was diluted into
binding buffer, consisting of 10mM Tris pH 7.5,
150mM KCl, 1mM DTT, 5% Glycerol, 0.01% CHAPS,
0.01% NP-40 (nonidet p40 substitute; Fluka), to a con-
centration 2-fold greater than the desired ﬁnal reaction
concentration. The ﬁnal H1 reaction concentration was
0.1nM and 0.5nM for nucleosomes and DNA, respect-
ively. Nucleosomes or DNA were serially diluted in
binding buffer into multiple master stocks for each order
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master stock was then used to create an experimental ti-
tration series 2-fold greater than the desired ﬁnal concen-
tration; typically performed in 200ml PCR tubes
(Genemate) or 384-deepwell low binding polypropylene
plates (Eppendorf). For each replicate titration series,
20ml of every 2-fold substrate dilution was then pipetted
into a single row of the microplate using a 12-channel
pipettor followed by 20ml of the 2  H1 stock. The
microplate was then quick spun at 500–2000rpm, shaken
for 2min (VortexGenie 2) at speed no higher than 2,
allowed to incubate 15–20min at room temperature, and
then imaged on a Typhoon Trio multimode imager (GE
Healthcare). Images were collected with a 488nm excita-
tion laser and a 520 bp40 emission ﬁlter at 600V PMT and
scanned at+3mm with press ‘on’ at 100mm. Images were
analyzed with the Array Analysis function of ImageQuant
TL software by making an array with squares slightly
smaller than the dimensions of each well. The data from
each well were plotted in GraphPad Prism software and ﬁt
to a single exponential binding curve with a Hill coefﬁcient
using the following equation, based upon Reaction
Scheme 1, where P is protein and L is the ligand:
REACTION SCHEME 1
P+nL   ! PðLÞn
Ymin+ðYmax   YminÞ 
Ln
t
Ln
t+KD

ð3Þ
where Ymin is signal of H1 in the absence of substrate,
Ymax is the signal at saturation, Lt is the total concentra-
tion of ligand titrated and n is the Hill coefﬁcient.
Stoichiometric measurements were performed as
described above, but with H1
0 at 10nM or 20nM for nu-
cleosome and DNA, respectively. Stoichiometry data were
plotted in prism and each linear phase ﬁt with a line. The
intersection between the lines indicates the stoichiometric
equivalency point.
Native PAGE
Samples were loaded onto a running 5% gel using
22 20cm borosilicate plates and a 1.5mM spacer (CBS
scientiﬁc), which was pre-run for 30min. Samples were
run at 300V at 4 C for 1-2hrs. The sandwiched gel was
then placed on Typhoon Trio imager with water making a
layer between the gel’s glass plates and the scanner glass
platen, and scanned with the settings described for plate
imaging, except at 200mm resolution. Gels were then
removed and stained with ethidium bromide and imaged
with UV light on a Gel Doc XR (Bio-Rad). Quantiﬁcation
of bands within the gel was performed in ImageQuant TL
software.
FRET methodology
Ideally, FRET measurements are performed by using
three different titration series; (i) donor labeled
probe+unlabeled substrate (donor only); (ii) unlabeled
probe+acceptor-labeled substrate (acceptor only); (iii)
donor-labeled probe+acceptor-labeled substrate (FRET
pair) (9,10). Practically, however, unlabeled binding
partners are not required, because the overlap controls
measure the properties of the ﬂuorophores and the instru-
ment, not the protein system. Each of these three sample
sets are then imaged to obtain raw values for Donor (D),
Acceptor (A) and FRET (F) signals.
Donor (D; 488 ex., 520 em.)
Acceptor (A; 633 ex., 670 em.)
FRET (F; 488 ex., 670 em.)
To extract accurate binding afﬁnities, the raw FRET value
must be corrected for spectral overlap to obtain a cor-
rected FRET value (Fcorr) when illuminated with the
donor excitation; spectral overlap consists of (i) donor
bleed-through into acceptor emission ( D) and (ii)
acceptor direct excitation ( A).
 D is obtained from the ratio between F and D with
donor only sample (i):
xD ¼
F
D

Donor Only
ð4Þ
 A is obtained from the ratio between F and A with
acceptor only sample (ii):
xA ¼
F
A

Acceptor Only
ð5Þ
 D and  A can then be used to subtract the overlap values
from the FRET pair sample (iii) to obtain the value (Fcorr)
using the following equation:
Fcorr ¼ F  ð xD   DÞ ð xA   AÞð 6Þ
We perform a complete titration series of the acceptor
only (Equation 5) for direct excitation and use the
calculated ratio for that speciﬁc concentration and use
this ratio for the same concentration in the FRET
(Equation 6) sample. It is preferable to obtain Fcorr from
the ratio  A at each titration point rather than directly
subtracting the raw F-value from the acceptor only
(Equation 5) as previously described (11). This is
because direct subtraction propagates both pipetting
error between acceptor only labeled and FRET pair
labeled titraions, whereas using a ratio at each point is
dependent only upon instrumentation error; which is sig-
niﬁcantly less than pipetting error (i.e. if subtraction were
used, one would have to assume that the concentration of
the acceptor only sample (Equation 5) is identical to that
of the FRET pair sample (Equation 6); which is likely not
the case). We ﬁnd that performing a titration series across
the full range of acceptor concentrations is necessary for
determining  A because the observed value of  A changes
slightly between initial and ﬁnal acceptor concentrations;
ultimately creating large differences in Fcorr values at sat-
uration if a single  A value is used for all points. The
contribution to spectral overlap is highlighted in
Supplementary Figure S5. Alternatively, to obtain correc-
tion values, a few points of the titration could be used and
ﬁt to a line, with  A determined from the slope of the line
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overlap has been removed, we performed image calculator
function in ImageJ (NIH) using the spectral overlap values
( D and  A). Figure 1A and B show that the FRET signal
plateaus upon acceptor titration, whereas the
raw-uncorrected FRET signal continues to rise in a
linear fashion. Further, Supplementary Figure S5 shows
the spectral overlap contributions to the FRET signal.
Using this methodology, we typically can titrate the
acceptor molecule 100- to 1000-fold above the donor con-
centration, which deﬁned by the point at which the error
of overlap signal exceeds the Fcorr signal. This point is
regulated by factors such as instrumentation noise,
pipetting error, labeling efﬁciency, and the amount of
energy transfer (i.e. the distance between the dyes when
bound).
Quenching or anisotropy changes of the donor and
acceptor are not accounted for in this assay, because we
assume that any signal in Fcorr arises only from energy
transfer. Assuming a two-state system, we are simply
measuring the ﬁnal state of the ﬂuorophores once they
are bound and do not worry what state they are initially
in. Due to potential changes in ﬂuorophore properties
upon binding and differences in detection efﬁciency
between D and F channels, it is also not ideal to plot
either the donor signal or efﬁciency transfer (E); dispro-
portionate changes in D and F will change the denomin-
ator of the FRET calculation [E=F/(D+F)] at each
point, thus changing the observed KD (Supplementary
Methods S3; Figure 1C). However, with the proper set
of controls and mathematical corrections, E can be cor-
rectly calculated (12). Further, maximizing the labeling
efﬁciency for both donor and acceptor molecules signiﬁ-
cantly reduces noise and increases the dynamic range of
the HI-FI assay. If spectral overlap is corrected for, a
donor titration with constant acceptor can be used as an
alternative experiment or control (as explained in
Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Figure S4).
Preparation of ﬂuorescently labeled nPARP1
nPARP1 (residues 1–486) containing the three zinc ﬁnger
domains and BRCT domain was expressed and puriﬁed as
previously described (13). nPARP1 was ﬂuorescently
labeled with alexa-488 in a buffer containing 300mM
NaCl, 25mM Tris pH 7.5 and 1mM TCEP. Alexa-488
maleimide was added in equal molar equivalents of
dye:nPARP1 three times over three hours. Reactions
were then mixed overnight at 4 C. Remaining
un-conjugated dye was removed by running the sample
on a Hitrap-heparin HP cation-exchange column (GE
Healthcare). nPARP1 has an extinction coefﬁcient of
58480M
 1cm
 1 at 280nm, and 0.12 was used for the
A280/A495 correction factor for Alexa-488 dye; concen-
trations were determined as described above (Equation 1).
Speciﬁc labeling of nParp1 was veriﬁed by mass
spectrometry.
PARP1 binding assays
Fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotides containing a
single 50 Cy5 were diluted as described in the H1 section
and added to a microplate. The sequence of the oligo-
nucleotides used is as follows (the asterisk indicates the
labeling site):
50-*ATCAGATAGCATCTGTGCGGCCGCTTAGGG-30
nPARP1Donor was diluted to 10-fold below the KD and
added to each well of the DNA titration and incubated
for 20min. Titrations were performed as described for H1.
All titrations contain two wells with no DNA present as a
donor only control. Additionally, a titration with acceptor
only sample was added as a control for spectral overlap,
with each sample set performed in duplicate. Plates were
scanned at +3mm, 100mm, with press ‘on’ for donor,
A
B
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Figure 1. Calculating spectrally-corrected FRET values (Fcorr) is essen-
tial to determining accurate binding afﬁnities. (A) A plot showing the
ﬂuorescent intensities (F.I.) of the raw (black ﬁlled circles with solid
lines) and overlap corrected (Fcorr; on left black ﬁlled sqaure with
dashed line and right red ﬁlled sqaure with dashed line y-axis) FRET
values; graphics correspond with the same colored axis. Data were
obtained from binding nPARP1 to DNA at 250mM NaCl. (B) The
same data as in (A), but x-axis plotted on a log-scale. (C) A plot
showing what happens when efﬁciency transfer (E) is used to calculate
binding isotherms. Various theoretical curves were generated by
changing   and/or E-values; the curves are based on a KD of 10nM
for a   =1.
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to achieve maximum sensitivity while avoiding
oversaturation. Since only Fcorr is plotted and acceptor
and donor signals are only used to achieve overlap
values, the raw data values for each channel do not
matter, thus voltage ratios need not be retained. Each
channel was background subtracted and quantiﬁed in
ImageQuant TL software. Fcorr was then plotted and ﬁt
to the previously deﬁned Equation (3).
The number of ionic bonds involved in the (PARP-1)-
DNA interaction was determined by the following
Equation (14):
 
@log K
@log½Na+ 
¼ 
@log
½P DNA 
½P  ½DNA 

@log½Na+ 
¼ 0:88   m0 ð7Þ
Slope ¼ 0:88   m0 ð8Þ
where, K is the observed binding afﬁnity, and [P] is the
concentration of free protein, and [P-DNA] is the concen-
tration of the protein–DNA complex. Therefore, the slope
of the line from a plot containing log [Na
+] versus log K
can be used to extract the number of ionic interactions
(14).
Preparation of ﬂuorescently labeled Nap1 and histone
H2A-H2B
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Nap1 containing a single en-
dogenous cysteine residue at position 414 was expressed
and puriﬁed as previously described (all other cysteine
residues were mutated to alanine) (15). Puriﬁed Nap1
was then ﬂuorescently labeled with Atto-647N maleimide
(Sigma) by dialyzing into a buffer containing 300mM
NaCl, 20mM Tris (pH 7.5) and 0.2mM TCEP at 4 C.
To this a 2- to 3-fold molar excess of dye to Nap1 was
added and incubated overnight at 4 C. Labeled Nap1 was
then dialyzed into the same buffer overnight at 4 C. The
labeled Nap1 was then run over a G-25 spin column to
remove unreacted dye. Nap1 deletion mutants were ex-
pressed with a histidine-tag on the N-terminus and
puriﬁed using nickel-NTA afﬁnity column. Nap1 has an
extinction coefﬁcient of 36900M
 1cm
 1 at 280nm and
0.05 was used for the A280/A644 correction factor for
Atto-647N, according to the manufacturer’s guidelines;
concentrations were determined as described above
(Equation 1).
Xenopus laevis or S. cerevisiae histone H2A-H2B was
expressed and puriﬁed as two independent subunits with
H2B mutated at T112C for labeling purposes. H2B was
labeled with Alexa-488 maleimide and refolded with H2A,
as previously described, to form the H2A-H2B
heterodimer (15). H2A–H2B has an extinction coefﬁcient
of 11920M
 1cm
 1 at 280nm and 0.12 was used for A280/
A644 correction factor for Alexa-488, according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines; concentrations were
determined as described above (Equation 1).
Nap1 binding assays
To determine the binding afﬁnity of Nap1 to histone
H2A–H2B using FRET, reactions were performed
similarly to those described above for nPARP-1 binding
with the following changes. H2A–H2BDonor was kept
constant at 1nM, while Nap1Acceptor was titrated in
binding buffer consisting of 10mM Tris pH 7.5, 300mM
KCl, 5% glycerol, 1mM DTT, 0.01% CHAPS detergent
and 0.01% NP-40. All titrations contain at least two wells
with no Nap1 present as a donor-only control; a titration
with acceptor-only sample was added as a control for
spectral overlap, with each sample set performed in dupli-
cate. Plates were scanned, and then quantiﬁed as described
above.
Competition assays were performed similar to the
FRET binding afﬁnity assay, but with a constant 10nM
concentration of H2A–H2BDonor and 50nM of
Nap1Acceptor, while titrating unlabeled Nap1 protein.
H2A–H2BDonor was kept at 10nM to ensure that excess
H2A–H2BDonor was not present in the reaction. Titrations
were performed as described above; we have found
Nap1Acceptor can be added to either each 2-fold titration
reaction before addition of H2A–H2BDonor or with H2A–
H2BDonor. Fcorr was then plotted and ﬁt to the following
IC50 binding Equation (16):
Y ¼ Ymin+Ymax 1  
½X 
n
½X 
n+IC 50
 	
ð9Þ
If the binding interaction is totally competed for, Ymin
should ideally equal zero. Using the combination of the
IC50 value for the mutant protein and the determined KD
of the wild-type protein, the KD of the mutant protein can
be calculated as follows:
KDðLigandÞ ¼
IC50
1+
½Probe 
KDðProbeÞ
 ð10Þ
Probe is Nap1Acceptor. If the [Probe] is than the KD:
KDðLigandÞ ¼
IC50   KDðProbeÞ
½Probe 
ð11Þ
In the case of competition with the same molecule that is
labeled and unlabeled (assuming identical afﬁnities) the
equation becomes:
IC50 ¼½ Probe +KDðProbeÞ ð12Þ
Protein/DNA ﬂuorescent labeling
When selecting ﬂuorescent labels for a particular system,
various considerations must be taken into account. For
example, the type and location of ﬂuorophore determines
the degree and direction of ﬂuorescence (de)quenching.
For (de)quenching studies of H1, we found Oregon
Green 488 to be most suitable because of its sensitivity
to environmental changes and its high quantum yield. A
high quantum yield allows more photons to be emitted,
thus increasing the sensitivity of the system. Other
ﬂuorophores that may be suitable for quenching are:
Alexa-488, Tetramethylrhodamine-based dyes, ﬂuores-
cein, and Cy3. We found in some instances that the deter-
gents mentioned above can reduce the magnitude of
ﬂuorescence change upon binding. If no (de)quenching is
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100mg/mL of BSA to suppress sticking.
For FRET experiments, suitable donor and acceptor
dye pairs must be selected. To reduce spectral overlap,
dyes should be selected for low overlap between the
acceptor emission spectra and the donor excitation
spectra of both dyes. However to increase the distance
in which the interaction can be observed (i.e. putting
fewer restrictions on the position of the dyes) R0 should
be relatively high (>50A ˚ ), thus a large overlap between
donor emission and acceptor excitation is ideal. As a good
compromise, we selected Alexa-488 (DONOR) and
Atto-647N or Cy5 (acceptor) as donor–acceptor pairs.
By selecting dyes with high quantum yield for both
donor and acceptor, the sensitivity and dynamic range
of the assay are increased. Alternatively, Atto-532 can
be substituted for Alexa-488 with good results.
Selecting the position of the label on the protein also
requires consideration. While many methods for protein
labeling exist (17), we prefer maleimide or iodoacetamide
conjugation to a single surface-exposed cysteine. Other
techniques lack the speciﬁcity of cysteine conjugation or
require tagging a ﬂuorescent protein or speciﬁc domain to
a terminal end of the protein, potentially far from the
interaction site. Quenching studies require a cysteine
somewhere near the expected site of interaction, but not
within the interacting region. For FRET experiments,
sites where quenching is minimized and that are close
enough to achieve suitable efﬁciency transfer should be
chosen (ideally <70A ˚ apart). In some cases (e.g. for
nPARP11-486) naturally occurring free cysteines can be
used for derivatization, but more commonly a single
cysteine will be introduced by site directed mutagenesis
with additional exposed cysteines mutated to serine, threo-
nine or alanine. Care must be taken to keep the sulfhydryl
group reduced prior to labeling. When conjugating the
protein to the dye, the labeling efﬁciency should be
optimized for maximum dynamic range and sensitivity.
Importantly, the ﬂuorescently labeled protein should be
assayed for its activity to ensure the ﬂuorophore does
not affect the properties of the protein. It is ideal to
remove as much free dye as possible (e.g. using a G-25
resin); failure to do so will result in excess background,
which can be overlap-subtracted, but will reduce the
overall dynamic range of the system.
DNA or RNA can either be labeled with a 5’ C6 amine,
5’ or 3’ C6 thiol, or internally via an amino modiﬁer dT or
dA (18). Other linkages also exist. We suggest using a
minimal fragment with labels on the end, which is more
cost-effective than an internal label. However, if a longer
DNA construct is required, an internal label closer to the
binding site is ideal. PCR with ﬂuorescently labeled
primers is a well-established approach to obtain labeled
DNA (19).
RESULTS
Approach
We ﬁnd that ﬂuorescence (de)quenching and FRET are
versatile techniques for performing high-throughput
equilibrium binding measurements. A common practice
for determining binding afﬁnities is to monitor the
changing environment around a ﬂuorophore within a
protein upon substrate binding; either through internally
ﬂuorescent amino acids or through conjugation with an
organic dye. Upon binding, the ﬂuorescence signal either
decreases (quenching) or increases (dequenching) due to
various photophysical effects (20). Historically, internal
ﬂuorescence has been used to characterize protein inter-
actions (21), however we ﬁnd it advantageous to use
conjugated organic dyes because they have greater speci-
ﬁcity (we know exactly where and which molecule is being
changed) and sensitivity, and aren’t effected by optical
phenomena such as the inner ﬁlter effect (20). To obtain
thermodynamic binding constants between two molecules,
ﬂuorescence (de)quenching experiments are performed by
titrating an unlabeled molecule into a labeled probe
molecule that is present at low (sub-KD) concentration.
Fluorescence quenching has been widely used to measure
high-afﬁnity protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid
interactions [e.g. Andrews et al. (15)], but to our know-
ledge has not been adapted to a high-throughput format.
FRET is not widely used to determine binding afﬁnities.
FRET relies upon the distance-dependent transfer of
energy from an excited donor to an acceptor ﬂuorophore,
where the efﬁciency of transfer is strongly dependent on
the distance between the two ﬂuorophores (6,22).
Therefore, FRET is observed only when an interaction
between distinct donor and acceptor labeled molecules
occurs, providing a direct readout of the interaction. For
most applications, the strong dependence on the distance
results in a binary readout (i.e. FRET or no FRET).
Compared to quenching, FRET has the distinct quantita-
tive advantages of greater signal change and
signal-to-background ratio. It allows one to change con-
ditions (i.e. salt concentration), without affecting the
ability to observe the interaction; in contrast,
(de)quenching can be sensitive to salt or buffer changes.
FRET is limited by the requirement for labeling both
binding partners, which may not always be practical.
Additional controls to correct for spectral overlap must
be performed (see below). While FRET has been utilized
to measure high-afﬁnity interactions inferred from intra-
molecular distance changes (9,23,24), it has not been
widely used for measuring intermolecular interactions
between labeled components. Several recent descriptions
for quantitative intermolecular FRET afﬁnity measure-
ments have been published; however these experiments
rely upon high probe concentrations and are not
amenable to high-afﬁnity interactions (11,25,26).
While ﬂuorescence measurements can be performed in a
variety of platforms, we have optimized our experiments
for 384-well, glass bottom microplates, followed by ﬂuor-
escence imaging on a standard Typhoon Trio multimode
imager. The use of passivated microplates (compared to
cuvettes) reduces sample consumption, obviates the need
for serial additions of samples over extended periods of
time, and allows experiments to be performed at the
benchtop, rather than at a ﬂuorometer. To perform
microplate-based experiments, surface passivation with a
hydrophobic silane, along with NP-40 and CHAPS
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tion of labeled macromolecules to the surface
(Supplementary Methods 1; Supplementary Figure S1); a
common source of data artifacts. For protein–DNA inter-
actions, we demonstrate that titrating DNA rather than
protein is preferable, as it limits the buildup of nonspeciﬁc
protein–DNA complexes, allowing for the selection of the
most speciﬁc interaction(s) (Supplementary Methods 2;
Supplementary Figure S2). We further demonstrate that
FRET can be used in a competition assay to measure
relative binding afﬁnities of different components or
mutants. This is particularly useful when amino acids
are systematically mutated to map interaction interfaces
(e.g. alanine scanning). In a competition assay, many
mutant proteins can be screened for their effect on the
interaction, while requiring labeling of only the wild-type
protein and its interaction partner. Importantly, quantita-
tive rather than binary information is obtained. Speciﬁc
experimental details regarding the three case studies pre-
sented here are described in the ‘Methods’ section.
Notably, all variations of the HI-FI assay require the
ﬂuorescent labeling of one or both components. Speciﬁc
details regarding the labeling of H1, PARP1, Nap1 and
histone H2A–H2B and general labeling methodologies are
available in the ‘Methods’ section. Here, we successfully
applied the HI-FI system to three distinct and biologically
interesting case studies, highlighting its usefulness for
quantitatively characterizing protein–DNA and protein–
protein interactions.
Case study 1: HI-FI dequenching reveals linker histone
H1 speciﬁcity and stoichiometry for DNA substrates
Fluorescence (de)quenching represents the simplest form
of the HI-FI assay. The experiments are performed by
titration of an unlabeled molecule (in this case, DNA or
nucleosome) into a labeled molecule (in this case, H1) that
is present at a constant, low (sub-KD), concentration.
Upon interaction, an increase (or, for some systems, a
decrease) in ﬂuorescence emission intensity due to
changes in the local environment of the ﬂuorophore is
observed (Figure 2A).
We have used HI-FI quenching to study the interaction
of linker histone H1 with DNA and nucleosomes. H1 is an
abundant, highly basic nuclear protein that stabilizes
higher order chromatin structure and regulates transcrip-
tion and other nuclear processes (27–29). H1 binds free
DNA, but prefers nucleosomes and nucleosome arrays
(30–34). In vitro, H1 is difﬁcult to work with as it has a
propensity to precipitate DNA and chromatin due to
high-afﬁnity, nonspeciﬁc interactions. Thus, to achieve
probe concentration <10-fold below the KD, H1 afﬁnity
experiments have nearly exclusively been derived from
gel-shift assays, where H1 is titrated onto radiolabeled
DNA (34,35). While this approach has been useful for
characterizing certain aspects of the H1–nucleosome inter-
action, it can be misleading. This is because gel data can
miss binding information due to subtle changes in migra-
tion, accumulation of multiple bands arising from
multiple H1 binding events, and be inﬂuenced by kinetic
dissociation (e.g. a transition from slow exchange to fast
exchange may be interpreted as a loss of interaction) (2).
Furthermore, gel-shift assays are limited in throughput.
Thermodynamic binding constants were obtained by
ﬂuorescently labeling H1 and measuring ﬂuorescence
de-quenching upon titration of DNA or nucleosomes
(Figure 2A). In this setup, H1 binds only to the highest
afﬁnity site(s), eliminating the buildup of H1 on a single
substrate due to non-speciﬁc interactions (Supplementary
Methods 2; Supplementary Figure S2). The raw image of
the titrations shows an increase in H1 ﬂuorescence inten-
sity (F.I.) upon binding to the substrate (Figure 2B). The
quantiﬁed data is ﬁt using Equation (3) to extract
apparent binding afﬁnities (KD) and Hill coefﬁcients (n)
(Figure 2C). The data shows that H1 binds with 4-fold
higher afﬁnity to nucleosomes with linker DNA
(1.2±0.3nM) than to the same non-nucleosomal 207bp
DNA fragment (4.9±0.6nM) (Supplementary Table S1).
Fluorescence changes can be caused by phenomena
other than a direct and speciﬁc interaction between two
macromolecules, thus careful controls need to be imple-
mented. To verify that an interaction between the compo-
nents has indeed occurred, and that nucleosomes remain
intact under assay conditions, we removed samples
from the microplate after scanning and analyzed them
by native PAGE. The gel was scanned for ﬂuorescence
to verify the presence of H1, followed by staining with
ethidium bromide to visualize nucleosomes and DNA
(Figure 2D). We do not observe the higher migrating
bands upon titration of DNA or nucleosome that were
seen in previously published protein titrations (34,36),
indicating lower afﬁnity interactions are minimized in
our approach.
The number of H1 molecules bound per nucleosome or
DNA fragment was determined by increasing the H1 con-
centration to greater than 5-fold the KD. The stoichiomet-
ric point is located at the transition between the two linear
phases of the curve (Figure 2E). Under our conditions,
one H1 molecule is bound per nucleosome, whereas two
207bp DNA fragments bind to a single molecule of H1.
This is consistent with the notion that H1 has two
DNA-binding sites (33,34,37), which can be satisﬁed in a
single nucleosome with two protruding segments of linker
DNA, or by two separate DNA molecules. This is likely
the basis for its preference of nucleosomal over free DNA
(33). Unlike nucleosome binding, the binding of the two
DNA molecules to H1 is cooperative (n=2;
Supplementary Table S1).
Case study 2: HI-FI FRET of PARP1–DNA reveals a
strong ionic dependence on DNA binding
Depending on the location of the ﬂuorophore, not all
interactions result in signiﬁcant ﬂuorescence
(de)quenching. To overcome this, we have adapted the
HI-FI assay for FRET. FRET is the distance-dependent
non-radiative transfer of energy from an excited donor to
an acceptor ﬂuorophore, where the efﬁciency of transfer is
strongly dependent on the distance between the two
ﬂuorophores (4). FRET is, therefore, observed only
when an interaction occurs between distinct donor- and
acceptor-labeled molecules (Figure 3A) (22). While the
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ﬂuorescent labeling of both binding partners.
In a proof-of-principle study, we determined the afﬁnity
of the PARP1 DNA-binding domain (residues 1–486;
nPARP1) to DNA. PARP1 associates with chromatin as
well as with damaged DNA, and plays important roles in
initiating the DNA damage repair response and in tran-
scription regulation (29). Only a limited set of studies have
quantitatively probed the DNA-PARP1 interaction, with
conﬂicting results (13,38,39). These studies all primarily
relied on measuring changes in ﬂuorescence anisotropy
of a ﬂuorescently labeled DNA upon titration of PARP1.
nPARP1 was labeled with a donor ﬂuorophore at an
endogenous cysteine (nPARP1Donor) and titrated with a
30bp acceptor-labeled DNA fragment (DNAAcceptor).
Upon excitation of donor, a decrease in nPARP1Donor
signal and concomitant increase in DNAAcceptor signal
was observed, indicating energy transfer due to complex
formation (Figure 3B). Obtaining quantitative informa-
tion from FRET requires a variety of controls to correct
for signal arising from spectral overlap between the dyes
(spectral overlap corrected FRET signal; Fcorr) (9,10), es-
pecially under conditions where the acceptor is at signiﬁ-
cantly higher concentrations than the donor (detailed in
‘Methods’ section; Figure 1A and B). The over-contrasted
image in Figure 3B shows that by using these correction
methods, no signal is observed in wells containing
donor-only or acceptor-only, such that only signal with
FRET-pairs remains.
Binding reactions were performed with 10–20nM
nPARP1Donor to obtain an estimate for the KD.
Quantitative experiments were then performed with
nPARP1Donor >10-fold below the KD. The Fcorr values
were ﬁt to a single-event binding curve to obtain KD.
Figure 3C shows binding curves for nPARP1Donor to
DNAAcceptor at two different salt concentrations. From
these data, we obtain KD values of 40±4nM and
160±11nM at 200mM and 250mM NaCl, respectively,
demonstrating a strong dependence on the ionic strength.
This conﬁrms that the observed signal change is not due to
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Figure 2. H1 binds 207bp nucleosomes with higher afﬁnity than free DNA. (A) Cartoon representation depicting the ﬂuorescence (de)quenching of
labeled histone H1 upon binding of DNA. (B) Pseudo-color overlay of a microplate assay showing ﬂuorescence enhancement of H1 (green) upon
binding to nucleosome or DNA. A total of 0.5nM Alexa-647 (red) was added to each well for easier visualization and as pipetting control. (C)H 1
binding curves to DNA (black ﬁlled square with solid lines) and 207bp nucleosomes (red ﬁlled circles with solid lines) derived from data in (B). Data
were globally ﬁt with equation (3) with R
2 values being or exceeding 0.91. Norm. F.I. is normalized ﬂuorescence intensity. (D) Native PAGE of
samples taken from a microplate assay visualized by ﬂuorescence (top) and ethidium bromide (bottom). Numbers 1–4 indicate band positions for
H1-nucleosome, H1-DNA, nucleosome, and DNA, respectively. (E) Measurements at higher concentrations reveal 2:1 DNA:H1 (black ﬁlled square
with solid lines) and 1:1 nucleosome:H1 (red ﬁlled circles with solid lines) stoichiometries. Points and error bars represent the average and SD of four
replicates. Nuc., nucleosome.
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interaction between nPARP1Donor and DNAAcceptor.
Notably, the binding curves obtained from FRET
exhibit very small errors, despite the low ﬂuorescence
transfer efﬁciency at saturation (E & 0.1).
Further analysis of the nPARP1Donor–DNAAcceptor
interaction at intermediate salt concentrations allows us
to determine the number of ions involved in the inter-
action (14). By extracting the slope from the linear ﬁt of
a log–log plot (Figure 3D) and using Equation (8) we
calculate that 7.7±0.5 ions are involved in the interaction
between PARP-1 and this speciﬁc DNA construct. FRET
can also be used to determine the stoichiometry of the
nPARP1Donor–DNAAcceptor complex (Figure 3E). The
nPARP1Donor–DNAAcceptor interaction shows two transi-
tions, indicating two distinct binding stoichiometries of
1:1 and 2:1 for DNA:nPARP1. This is consistent with
the idea that PARP-1 has two zinc ﬁnger DNA-binding
domains, which are thought to bind in tandem, but might
bind two distinct DNA molecules at saturating DNA con-
centrations (38).
Case study 3: HI-FI FRET competition for the
quantitative-comparative analysis of (H2A–H2B)–Nap1
complexes
Systematic site-directed mutagenesis, coupled with quan-
titative analysis of the binding properties of the mutant
proteins, is a powerful approach to map regions of
interaction. Common qualitative techniques such as
GST-pulldown and gel-shift assays may miss biologically
relevant small or intermediate effects on the afﬁnity. We
have adapted the HI-FI FRET assay to measure compe-
tition between unlabeled mutant proteins and labeled
wild-type protein. If the KD of the wild-type protein for
the ligand is known, this straightforward approach can
also be used to obtain KD values for mutant proteins.
The key advantage to this approach is that it circumvents
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Figure 3. FRET analysis reveals salt-dependent binding of PARP1 to DNA. (A) A cartoon representation showing FRET as a result of protein–
DNA interaction. (B) Representative microplate images showing the binding of donor-labeled nPARP1Donor to DNAAcceptor. Top three images are
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greatly increasing the number of proteins that can be
analyzed in a short period of time. Notably, both the
donor- and acceptor-labeled protein can be competed in
this format (Supplementary Methods 6; Supplementary
Figure S4).
We have applied the HI-FI competition assay to char-
acterize regions of Nap1 that are implicated in the inter-
action with histones H2A–H2B. Nap1 is a histone
chaperone that is implicated in histone shuttling, as well
as nucleosome assembly and disassembly (40,41).
Although its structure is known (40), and its interaction
with H2A–H2B has been determined using ﬂuorescence
quenching in a ﬂuorometer (15), the site(s) of interaction
on Nap1 are yet to be elucidated.
H2A–H2BDonor (10nM) was combined with wild-type
Nap1Acceptor (50nM), and increasing amounts of un-
labeled wild-type or mutant Nap1 was added to compete
with the (H2A-H2BDonor)–Nap1Acceptor complex. The
competition was monitored by a loss of FRET between
wild-type Nap1Acceptor and H2A–H2BDonor (Figure 4A).
The Fcorr values were ﬁt to extract the IC50 value. The
IC50 is the concentration of competitor needed to reduce
the amount of (H2A–H2BDonor)–Nap1Acceptor complex
signal by 50%, and is proportional to the Nap1Acceptor
concentration and the competitor’s binding afﬁnity, as
described in ‘Methods’ section (16). Labeled Nap1 is
kept >5-fold over the KD to ensure that the IC50 is pro-
portional to the KD; however, this is not absolutely neces-
sary (16). H2A–H2BDonor concentration was kept 5-fold
below the Nap1Acceptor concentration to eliminate the pos-
sibility of free H2A–H2BDonor in the system.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we ﬁrst
re-determined the binding constants obtained previously
by ﬂuorescence quenching in a ﬂuorometer using FRET
between Nap1Acceptor and H2A–H2BDonor. Upon titration
of Nap1Acceptor, we measure a binding constant of 8.8nM
(Figure 4B and Supplementary Table S1), which is within
error of the previous published value of 7.8nM (15). To
highlight the effectiveness of the competition assay,
wild-type Nap1Acceptor was competed with unlabeled
wild-type Nap1 (Figure 4C). For visualization, raw data
for donor FRET, and the donor-FRET overlay
(Figure 4D) show an increase in donor signal and
decrease in FRET signal, indicating a loss of interaction
between the two labeled components. Fcorr values were
plotted and ﬁt to equation (10) to extract an IC50 of
250nM (Figure 4C and Supplementary Table S1). This
value is higher than the theoretical value of 59nM, poten-
tially due to slight differences in afﬁnities between labeled
and unlabeled Nap1 (unpublished data), or to the propen-
sity of the Nap1 homodimer to carry two acceptor labels;
decreasing the stochastic probability of competition
(42,43). Regardless, the assay is highly useful for
comparing the properties of various mutant proteins as
long as binding is competitive, since the IC50 of mutant
proteins will change proportionally. Notably, since donor
and acceptor molecules are present in constant amounts at
near stoichiometric levels, raw F signal can be used to
obtain IC50 values. However, caution must be used when
doing so, because it will obtain a close, but different value
from those obtained by plotting Fcorr (Figure 4E, and F;
Supplementary Methods 4). As a further validation, Fcorr
goes to zero at saturating amounts of unlabeled competi-
tor, indicating that true competition has been attained
between labeled and unlabeled molecules.
In one application, we competed the Nap1–histone
interaction with a series of terminally truncated Nap1
mutants. From these data, we observe 2.5-, 5- and
20-fold changes in afﬁnity relative to wild-type Nap1 for
Nap11–365, Nap174–417 and Nap174–365 mutants, respect-
ively (Figure 4C and Supplementary Table S1). These dif-
ferences are more pronounced than expected based on
previously reported values (15), as the competition was
performed at higher salt; however the cooperative effect
of the terminal tails remains. We have demonstrated the
advantages of this approach by measuring numerous
mutant Nap1 proteins (D’Arcy et al., manuscript in prep-
aration). Some mutants failed to compete with the inter-
action between wild-type Nap1 and H2A–H2B, even
though they retained their ability to form a complex
with histones in native PAGE, performed at high
(>1mM) concentrations. The HI-FI competition assay is
also excellently suited to determine the effects of
post-translational modiﬁcations and discern subtle differ-
ences between various protein isoforms.
DISCUSSION
The HI-FI assay, described here, gives a platform for
increasing throughput while obtaining quantitative inter-
action data. With an initial investment in time to
ﬂuorescently label one or both interacting molecules, the
HI-FI system can replace common qualitative and
semi-quantitative binding assays, such as afﬁnity
pull-down or gel-shift assays. The HI-FI system is per-
formed in solution, thus avoiding many of the caveats of
surface immobilization. Unlike other ﬂuorescence
approaches [such as ﬂuorescence lifetime and ﬂuorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS)], HI-FI can be imple-
mented on equipment that is standard in most biochemis-
try departments. While we used a highly sensitive
ﬂuorescence imaging instrument, the assays are easily
transferable to a microplate reader if sensitivity is less of
an issue. Further reduction in sample volume and in-
creases in throughput can be achieved by expanding to
1536-well plates and by using pipetting robots.
Importantly, the assays are easily implemented with
minimal training time, as long as the labeled proteins
have already been established.
The sensitivity, reliability, versatility and high-
throughput nature of the HI-FI system makes it applic-
able to many diverse applications. First, the ability to
sample many interactions in a short time contributes
toward developing a quantiﬁed interactome. For
example, apparent afﬁnities within an interaction
network can be measured and used as additional input
into computer models, thereby greatly increasing their
predictive power. Second, since all measurements are per-
formed in solution, HI-FI assays are also amenable to
characterizing multi-component macromolecular
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Figure 4. (H2A–H2B)–Nap1 competition as a tool for identiﬁcation of the binding interface. (A) A cartoon representation showing a competition
experiment where the interaction between FRET partners is lost upon addition of unlabeled competitor protein. (B) Binding curve obtained from
FRET-based binding between H2A–H2BDonor and Nap1Acceptor. Data were ﬁt to a single exponential (Equation 3) with a Hill-coefﬁcient.
(C) Representative competition curves of unlabeled wild-type Nap1 (black ﬁlled square with solid lines), Nap11–365(blue ﬁlled triangles with solid
lines), Nap174–417 (red ﬁlled circles with solid lines) and Nap174–365 (violet ﬁlled inverted triangles with solid lines) to the (H2A–H2BDonor)–
Nap1Acceptor complex. H2A–H2BDonor and Nap1Acceptor remained constant at 10nM and 50nM, respectively, with the unlabeled Nap1 protein
titrated. Points and error bars represent the average and range of two experimental replicates. R
2 values for shown meet or exceed 0.94. (D) Raw
images of data from the competition experiment between H2A-H2BDonor and Nap1Acceptor with unlabeled Nap1. From top to bottom; Donor
(green), FRET (red) and a pseudo-color overlay of Donor (green) and FRET (red) signals obtained from competitive binding between the FRET pair
and unlabeled Nap1. (E) Data plotted from a representative competition experiment showing the raw data (black ﬁlled circles with solid lines),
background corrected data (blue ﬁlled squares with solid lines) or Fcorr (red ﬁlled triangles with solid lines) values. Little difference is observed in
signal intensity after background correction, but a signiﬁcant change is observed after spectral overlap subtraction. (F) The same data plotted as in
(A), but normalized to highlight the impact of not correcting for spectral overlap. The uncorrected data signiﬁcantly deviates from the Fcorr curve
giving a non-normal IC50 curve.
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proteins. Third, while we have shown the applicability of
the HI-FI system for protein–protein and protein–DNA
interactions, in principle it could also be applied to
characterizing the ever increasing number of RNA inter-
acting proteins or other RNA–substrate interactions. Our
strategy of keeping the labeled protein at low concentra-
tions, while titrating in the nucleic acid, could be particu-
larly advantageous for RNA characterization. Fourth,
HI-FI methodologies can easily be adapted for measuring
kinetics (a common function found in many plate readers);
a useful parameter in the characterization of transient
complexes. Fifth, the HI-FI competition assay is particu-
larly powerful for systematically determining sites of inter-
action through scanning point or deletion mutagenesis,
since only the wild-type molecule needs to be labeled.
Current approaches miss all but the most dramatic
changes in afﬁnity, whereas the HI-FI system’s high sen-
sitivity and large dynamic range can detect much more
subtle changes. Scanning can be further expedited by
using a two-point assay instead of a full titration curve
(Supplementary Methods 5; Supplementary Figure S3)
further reducing sampling time and sample consumption.
Lastly, protein-protein interactions are increasingly a
target for therapeutics. A similar strategy could be used
to screen for potential therapeutics (antibodies, polypep-
tides, aptamers or small molecules) that disrupt or
enhance a speciﬁc interaction. Ultimately, the practical
nature of the HI-FI system will allow researchers of
varying backgrounds to accurately perform thermo-
dynamic protein characterization in a high-throughput
and consistent manner.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Figures S1–S5,
Supplementary Methods 1–6 and Supplementary
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